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Volume 19: Issue 1 
[President's Perspective] 
21 
Regis College recruited 
434 freshmen, our 
largest class yet, raising 
total enrollment to 1,682 
for undergraduate and 
graduate programs. 
Fall2010 
The fall semester is in full swing and Regis University is doing well. 
Regis College recruited 434 freshmen , our largest class yet, raising 
total enrollment to 1,682 for undergraduate and graduate 
programs. The Rueckert-Hartman College for Health Professions, 
with its first class of students in the Doctor of Nurs ing Practice and 
second pharmacy cohort in session , achieved enrollment of 2,240, 
and the College for Professional Studies ' enrollment is at approxi -
mately 11 ,000. 
Regis University has been named a top school in the West by U.S. 
News & World Report for the 16th consecutive year. This consistent 
achievement is a testament to the quality of the education Regis 
offers, the strength of our faculty, and the academic capability of 
our students. 
Additional updates include the opening of a new Denver Tech 
Center campus and a creative writing center in the Dayton 
Memorial Library for Regis College students. 
Two works of art given to the University by donors during the con-
struction of the St. John Francis Regis Chapel have been installed: 
an Easter water fountain that doubles as the Holy Saturday fire pit 
in the chapel plaza and a powerful crucifix of an African American 
Jesus in the prayer garden northwest of the chapel. 
Our work on strategic planning continues to progress as we move to 
finalize drafts into one cohesive plan. And , although shifts in the 
market have caused our investments to fluctuate, the University 
remains in the black. 
The 2010-2011 year is off to a great start. Thank you for your 
continued investment in Regis University, its students and its 
future. 
Sincerely, 
%~. --J~ ;}/ 
Michael J.iheeran, S.J. , . 
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Regis College Class of 2014 
Academics 
« Average GPA: 3.44 
« 375 students hold above a 3.0 GPA (highest in college history) 
« 340 students scored above 20 on the ACT (highest in college history) 
Majors considered by incoming freshmen: 
« Science, math, pre-health 31% 
« Business or education 20% 
« Humanities or social sciences 16% 
« Nursing 15% 
« Undecided 18% 
Demographics 
" Freshman class enro llment: 434 
'' 266 are from Co lorado 
« Of the 178 out-of-state students, 35 are from California, 21 each are 
from Missouri and Ill inois, and 11 are from foreign countries including 
Ireland, United Kingdom, Serbia , Zambia, Guam, Myanmar, Virgin 
Islands and New Zealand 
« Gender: 269 females, 175 males 
« Students of color: 118 
« 340 live on campus 
« 50 are from Jesuit high schools 
« Of those express ing a preference, 69 percent are Roman Cathol ic (205 
reported a preference) 
For the 16th consecutive year Regis Un iversity has earned a top tier ranking for best colleges and universities by 
U.S. News & World Report. Regis was ranked #28 in the "Western United States in the Best Regional Universities" 
category and was recognized as having one of the highest average freshman to sophomore retention rates am ong 
"Regional Universities in the West," pl ac ing in the top 20 in that category. 
41 
Regional 
Universities 
West 
Dr. Patricia Ladewig was 
named vice president for 
Academic Affairs. Formerly 
academic dean of the 
Rueckert-Hartman College for 
Health Professions, Ladewig 
has held numerous academic 
and administrative positions, 
and taught at Loretto Heights 
College. 
Fall 2010 
The Tracy Learn ing Center in the Dayton Memoria l L i b ra~ 
was estab li shed to provide students and researchers 
access to audio record ings, documents, artwork and other 
col lections, and was donated to Regis University by the 
Th omas J. and Erma Jean Tracy Family. Collections include 
Mi ke Wharf's Kaleidoscope series, which includes interviews 
with elected officials, celebrities and sports figures that 
address various topics that had both regional and nat1onal 
implications in the second half of the 20th Century. The 
late Thomas J. Tracy graduated from Regis in 1961. 
.. 
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Houser 
Lynn 
Cabela 
Dr. Janet Houser has been named academic 
dean for Regis University's Rueckert-Hartman 
College for Health Professions (RHCHP). 
Houser, who earned a Doctor of Philosophy in 
Applied Statistics and Research Methods from 
the University of Northern Colorado, was previ-
ously the acting dean of RHCHP, and associate 
dean for Research and Faculty Development in 
RHCHP. She succeeds Dr. Patricia Ladewig. 
Bertha lynn, ?News anchorwoman and Regis 
University Board of Trustees member, was 
inducted into the Colorado Broadcasting 
Professionals Hall of Fame in October. Bertha 
is one of Denver's most recognized and 
honored broadcast journalists, delivering the 
news to Coloradans for 34 years. 
Regis University Life Trustee, Richard N. 
Cabela, RC '58 , received an honorary degree 
(Doctor of Business Administration) from 
Regis University on June 24. Cabela began his 
career with the family furniture business in 
Chappell , Neb. He formed Cabela 's in his 
home in 1961 and moved the business to 
Sidney, Neb., in 1968. He is chairman of the 
board of Cabela 's and co-owner, with his wife, 
Mary, of the Indian River Gallery in Las Vegas, 
Nev. Cabela's is known worldwide as a giant 
in the outdoor mail-order business and its 
retail stores serve as tourist attractions for 
hunters, anglers, campers and other outdoor 
enthusiasts from coast to coast 
Ground Control to Major Tom 
If you have wandered behind the Adult Learning Center on campus in 
the last couple of months, you may have noticed some new lawn 
ornaments that decorate the vicinity. Larger than your average garden 
gnome, they are not known for bringing good luck or scaring off 
predators; they are radio telescopes. 
The two 10-foot tall parabolic antennas were recently donated to Regis 
for use in radio astronomy. Installing them was the easy part. Making 
them functional will be the job of the School of Computer and 
Information Sciences within the College for Professional Studies. 
"We're excited," says Dan Likarish, lead faculty member. "At first it 
will be a physical lab used by IT students in order to gather data and 
then after that, we'll expand it to Regis College astronomy courses 
along with local elementary and high schools. " 
Radio astronomy is different from optical as it operates and collects 
data based on radio sources. They are most effective in high open 
places, which make Denver and the campus ideal as a location. The 
Lowell campus is one of the highest elevation points in the city of 
Denver. 
The telescopes are not functional yet, but they are expected to be oper-
ational within the next year. In due time the telescopes will also help 
Regis acquire cyber security accreditation along with an ABET accredi -
tation which is a technical engineering endorsement That makes for 
some very "out of this world " lawn ornaments. 
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[Ranger Roundup] 
Hayna 
Hicks 
Thorpe 
Regis University dedicated its Creative Writing 
Center to 97-year-old renowned Poet Laureate 
Emerita of Colorado Springs, lois Beebe 
Hayna, in the University's Dayton Memorial 
Library. The Lois Beebe Hayna Creative Writing 
Center was established by The Martin Family 
to inspire and house creative writing on the 
Regis University campus. 
Dr. David Hicks, English professor and 2010 
Faculty Lecturer of the Year, delivered a talk at 
the end of the spring semester titled "Within 
and Without: An Exploration of Stories." Hicks 
is the 47th faculty member to receive this 
annual honor. 
Helen Thorpe, author of Just Like Us, 
appeared as the keynote speaker for Diversity 
Day events on the Lowell campus. An accom-
plished journalist and the wife of Denver 
Mayor John Hickenlooper, Thorpe's book chron-
icles the lives of four young Hispanic women 
coming of age in Denver, two of whom have 
legal documentation and two who do not. 
Four faculty members retired from Regis College at the end of the spring 
semester: John Kane (Religious Studies), Kathy Maes (Core Education & 
Faculty Development), Roger Martin (Modern Languages) and Janet St. 
Clair (English). 
The Regis University Center for Counseling and Play Therapy has earned 
designation as an Approved Center of Play Therapy Education by the 
Association for Play Therapy (APT). Play therapy is a form of mental 
health counseling and psychotherapy used by licensed mental health pro-
fessionals to better communicate with and help clients achieve optimal 
mental health. According to the APT, it is particularly effective with 
children because, just as adults use words to communicate and express 
themselves, children use play. 
Courses at United Nations refugee camps 
Regis University's College for Professional Studies (CPS) is spear-
heading efforts for the creation, transcription and delivery of online 
courses to African refugees at two United Nations refugee camps as 
part of a new Jesuit Commons project called Higher Education at the 
Margins (HEM). 
Jesuit Commons is a group of Jesuit colleges and universities and 
other partners committed to linking worldwide Jesuit educational 
resources with those populations affected by war, forced human 
migration and poverty throughout the world . 
The new HEM project was designed to involve many Jesuit Catholic 
universities in a host of countries and to provide distance learning 
courses, certificates and a diploma to African refugees. 
Regis University is set to become the first credentialing univers ity for 
HEM. Regis faculty and staff will initiate the credentialing process 
th is fall and online courses will be delivered starting in January 2011. 
Curriculum development incorporates an in-depth and challenging 
process involving expertise in several academic disciplines, including 
leadership, business and technology. A bridge, or orientation course, 
will ensure that the students have the appropriate level of Engl ish 
language and computer skills. Jesuit Refugee Services staff living in 
the camps will provide learning assistance to students and volunteer 
faculty from Jesuit Catholic colleges and universities will teach the 
courses. To date, more than 50 faculty have volunteered. 
The students, based at refugee camps in Malawi and Kenya, will take 
4 to 5 courses each year, and will complete three certificate courses 
over a three-year period. 
The HEM project is modeled after the first Jesuit Commons project, a 
successful online education program serving refugees at a UN camp 
in Thailand. Chris Lowney, author of "Heroic Leadership," leads Jesuit 
Commons and Dr. Mary McFarland from Gonzaga University has 
been appointed HEM Project Director. The seeds for HEM were planted 
during the 2006 Worldwide Conference on Adult and Distance 
Learning hosted by Regis University. 
Eleven social justice leaders from Zambia spent two weeks at Regis University at 
the end of May attending the Zambian Social Justice Leadership Program to 
learn what the Regis University community and the Denver community can share 
about social justice and nonprofit management. 
61 Fall2010 
Kelly 
Fortune Dolan 
Bill Fortune, RC '69, was named a Life Trustee at Regis 
University in June. Fortune, the retired chairman of 
Goldenbanks and current partner at Fortune Enterprises, 
LLP, co-chaired the "Campaign for Regis University: 
Writing the Next Chapter" with his wife, the late 
Kathleen Fortune. His daughter, Molly, RC '08, also is a 
gra duate of Regis University. 
Peter Dolan, principal and co-founder of Plaza 
Financial Advisors, was elected to the Regis University 
Boa rd of Trustees. Dolan graduated in 1980 from Santa 
Clara University with a Bachelor of Science in Finance. 
He and his wife, Anne, have two children. Their oldest 
son, Ryan, RC '09, is a graduate of Regis University and 
thei r you ngest son, Sean, RC '13, is a current Regis 
University student. 
[Ranger Roundup] 
Introducing ... the chairman of the board 
This June, Dick Kelly, RC '68/CPS '82, became chai r of the Board of 
Trustees, succeeding Jack Box, RC '68, who served a six-year term . No doubt he 
assumes the role at an interesting time, given the evolving landscape of the 
higher education industry, the University's strategic planning process, and the 
changing economic environment. 
But, it is evident that this transition puts the leadership of the Regis 
University Board of Trustees once again in good hands. 
As CEO and president of Xcel Energy, Dick's professional history gives him 
a unique perspective of the evolution of an organization over time. He has been 
with the company, through its mergers and name changes, for forty-three 
years. It all started with a summer job during college reading meters, which 
opened the door for a position with the auditing department after graduation. 
Ultimately, he climbed his way up the ladder to president in 2003 and CEO in 
2005. 
The Regis community, too, has been a part of Dick Kelly's life for a long 
time. He grew up in North Denver within walking distance of the campus. The 
natural progress ion from Catholic grade school took him to Regis Jesuit High 
School , which at the time shared a campus with the then Regis College. The 
Denver native went on to complete a bachelor's degree and later an MBA from 
Regis University. What 's more, his father, sister and wife are also alumni . "I 
believe in what Regis teaches and how it teaches," he says of his decision to 
attend Regis and of his continued support. 
His fondest memories of his undergraduate years center largely around 
the Jesuits, many of whom he knew as teachers. He cites Father Ed Maginnis, 
S.J., in particular, as having tremendous influence on his Regis experience, as 
well as personally and professionally. "I've enjoyed a great personal relation-
ship with him over the years," he notes. 
The opportunity to take classes in subjects other than those associated 
with his major, accounting, afforded him the chance to explore philosophy and 
theology, among other disciplines. He'd nearly taken enough classes in the 
former to acquire a double major. "I liked that a liberal arts education was 
about more than just taking business classes. That, for me, was very reflective 
of the Jesuit approach to education ." 
He has been involved with Regis in some capacity since first graduating 
in 1968, and so understands the challenges and opportunities facing the 
University and its future. And he believes that Regis is in good standing to 
meet both successfully. 
"Regis University has so much to offer. It's important to keep an education 
like this accessible to students while continuing to build a first class product," 
says Dick of his vision for Regis. "Finding that balance between excellence and 
affordability is essential so that Regis continues to have a viable future and 
remains visible in the community." 
Regis University I 7 
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IS REGIS? 
Regis students, alumni and faculty carry the University's Jesuit mission of excellence, justice 
and service across Colorado, across the United States and around the globe. Our students 
work as interns, swimming with sharks at the Denver Aquarium , filling spreadsheets at the 
U.S. Department of the Treasury, and working behind the scenes at Disney World. They study in 
Russia, South Africa , Scotland and Fiji. Our alumni are leaders in business and government, 
engaged in everything from baking cupcakes to public service. They work abroad collecting ice 
samples in Antarctica, rehabilitating victims of war in Guatemala and teaching English in 
China . Our faculty members are leaders in the academic community. They publish in presti-
gious journals and contribute valuable research to their respective fields. They aren't afraid to 
get their hands dirty either, leading service projects and immersions to everywhere from 
downtown Denver, to New Orleans, to Costa Rica , Mexico and Ethiopia . The following stories 
are but a few examples of where Regis is and how Regis is impacting the world . 
Compiled and edited by Marycate Lumpp and Daniel J. Vaccaro 
~o~wSiodJCII'I.i 
The refreshing spring of grace 
By Sarah Moran, RC '09 
"They're singing about grace," whispers a fellow teacher. It's morning 
assembly in the dusty schoolyard of St. Peter Claver School in rural 
South Africa. I stand in a line of teachers facing two hundred Basotho 
students assembled in rows. Their smart, hunter-green uniforms and 
rousing harmonies create a stark juxtaposition against the backdrop of 
dilapidated schoolrooms and the ramshackle dwellings of wood and cor-
rugated iron visible just beyond the grounds. The students begin 
swaying and stomping rhythmically, in unison, to the traditional hymn's 
chorus. "0 mohau wa Modimo ke kwetsa e kakang. Na esale o mphihlela 
ke maketse feele," they sing. It means, "The grace of God is like a 
refreshing spring of water. Since I found it, I have been amazed." 
A year after graduating from Regis, I find myself in this grace-filled 
place, a township called Maokeng, just outside the town of Kroonstad. 
Maokeng remains a vestige of the apartheid era, wherein native 
Africans were removed from legally-designated white towns, creating 
informal settlements or "townships" on their periphery. Though that era 
has long since ended, roads remain unpaved, electricity sporadic, water 
impure, people largely unemployed, and HIV/AIDS prevalence high. Yet 
even as it tells of South Africa's heartrending past, Maokeng brims over 
with the rich culture of the Basotho tribe, and St. Peter Claver School is 
no exception. 
"Good morning Sister Sarah," is the greeting I receive from students as 
I walk to my first class. Until this year, any white person teaching here 
has been a Catholic nun, so it has proven futile clarifying the distinc-
tion between sister and volunteer. This week, I've been teaching 7th 
grade English and social science. My role as the school's substitute 
teacher has kept me well occupied, since serious illness among faculty 
is as common as it is among students. Next week, however, my role will 
change entirely. 
A few days ago, a fellow teacher learned that his work visa was not 
renewed. As he must return to his home country, the nuns in the 
school's administration have requested that I take over his courses: 8th 
and 9th grade economics, mathematics and mechanical science. A 
proud English major, I am anxiously optimistic that my business minor 
and the foundation of the Regis core curriculum will come to my aid. 
Teaching St. Peter's students, who ensure that their uniforms are 
immaculately clean despite living in poverty, who speak and write three 
languages with ease, who never fail to notice an uncrossed ''t" or an 
undotted "i"on the chalkboard, is nothing less than a privilege. Most 
days, my grinning muscles are seriously overworked. But at night, when 
all is still and the weight of a long day hangs heavy on my shoulders, 
the question of "how ought we to live?" is never far from my mind. The 
social injustices affecting this community, particularly the vulnerability 
of our students, can feel overwhelming. How ought I to respond when I 
learn that another student has lost a parent to AIDS? How ought I to 
instruct when, on Monday mornings, the students slouch in their desks, 
unable to concentrate because their last substantial meal was a free 
school lunch they received on Friday? 
In moments like these, I cling to the simpler question of how ought 1 to 
live today? I recommit to being a loving, firm teacher who holds these 
students to the remarkable standards they have set for themselves 
despite the local and global inequities of wealth, health, and opportuni-
ty that affect them. I try to live as I believe I ought to in the here and 
now. So today, we befriend the rats here in the classrooms. When the 
pigeons in the rafters create a distracting cacophony, I nominate a 
student to catch them right now (and he is thrilled to do so, often 
retrieving one in each hand in a matter of seconds). And the wisdom of 
the students' song reminds me to join the Maokeng community, each 
and every day, in visiting that "refreshing spring of grace." 
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((We can be successful 
in business and have a 
wonderful life, but it 
is not fully lived if we 
do not work to make 
it better for others:' 
Matt Gambs, RC '93 
10 I Fall2010 
After graduation, Matt Gambs didn't have a 
clear career path. He sold his car, moved in 
with his parents in Glenwood Springs, Colo. , 
and took a summer job as a teller with Alpine 
Bank of Colorado. 
That was 17 years ago and he's still in the 
banking industry. 
Today, the Colorado native is CEO at Diamond 
Bancorp and lives with his wife and two 
children in Naperville, Ill., where he also 
serves as director of Diamond Bank. 
Considering he had no idea what he wanted to 
do after college, things have turned out well 
for Gambs. He attributes his success to his 
Regis education, crediting his alma mater for 
inspiring his passion for leadership and 
service. 
"I believe in servant leadership to my core. I 
want to expose my sons to different settings 
and encourage them to think about others, not 
just their own points of view," he says. "We 
can be successful in business and have a 
wonderful life, but it is not fully lived if we do 
not work to make it better for others." 
Gambs volunteers with a local Catholic grade 
school and the YMCA, and helps start-up 
businesses navigate the banking world . He 
ensures that ethical, relationship oriented 
business practices take place at Diamond 
Bancorp, too, and believes in "doing good 
without strings attached." 
Gambs came to Regis after serving in the 
United States Marine Corps Reserves. "I chose 
Regis because of my dad," says Gambs, 
whose father worked full time and attended 
classes at the University in the evening. 
Regis has had a tremendous impact on his 
life. Living in West Hall and participating in 
Student Leadership introduced him to many of 
his life-long friends. He completed a double 
major in economics and political science, 
citing several professors who piqued his 
interest in subjects and principles that 
continue to influence his life today, including 
his economics advisor, Jim Richards, Randy 
Lumpp (religious studies) and Terry Schm idt 
(political sc ience). 
"Your career is like your life, a journey," 
Gambs says. "Make every effort to create real 
relationships every chance you get. " 
By Marycate LumPP 
Cody Teets was sixteen when she scored 
her first job at McDonald 's. Like most 
teenagers, she saw the position as an 
opportunity to make some spending cash. 
She had big plans, after all , and 
assumed she'd eventually leave for a 
career in advertising. To her surprise, 
however, Teets found that she earned 
more as a McDonald 's manager than she 
would as an entry level employee at an 
ad agency. Plus she liked the work envi-
ronment at McDonald 's and foresaw 
opportunities for advancement. 
Over the next thirteen years Teets worked 
her way up from crew member to the 
corporate office, and today, is vice 
president and general manager of the 
Rocky Mountain Region, heading up 780 
restaurants across five different states. 
Cody Teets, CPS '98 
Teets earned an MBA from Regis 
University in 1998. She chose Regis 
Global immersion at home 
In 2006, two Regis Un iversity professors -
Elizabeth Grassi (Department of 
Education) and Obdulia Castro 
(Department of Modern and Classical 
Langua ges and Literatures) - along with 
Paul Burson (Center for Service-Learning) 
received grant funding to develop a 
'study abroad' prog ram in the local 
community (the CB-CLA program). 
This program gives Regis students the 
opportunity to experience cultural and 
lingu istic diversity by making weekly 
visits to Hispan ic families in the 
neigh borhoods surrounding Regis. 
By Elizabeth Grassi, Obdu lia Castro and Paul Burson 
During these visits students are exposed 
to the Spanish language and culture, as 
they eat meals with families, play games, 
cook, dance, and attend family functions. 
Students witness firsthand the struggles, 
barriers, joys, and frustrations immigrant 
families face. Because the participating 
families live in cultural enclaves where 
Spanish is often spoken exclusively and 
commerce reflects the culture of the 
people living in the neighborhood, Regis 
students have the opportunity to experi-
ence the diversity of a global community 
at a local level. 
because of its convenience and because 
it was a household name. Raised in North 
Denver, she had two uncles who attended 
Regis High School. At Regis , Teets was 
most impressed by how much she learned 
from her classmates. "Each person 
brought a different experience to the 
table and that really broadened my per-
spective," she says. 
McDonald 's gave Teets an opportunity. In 
turn, she sees her work as creating 
opportunities for others. "Whether it's a 
year or a career, McDonald 's means 
opportunity," Teets says, and she relishes 
cultivating the next generation of 
company and franchise leaders. 
Regis is engaged in similar work, 
according to Teets. "I see the work Regis 
does in the community, and the opportu-
nities it creates for its students, and I 
can 't help but want to be a part of that. " 
'--
Regis University 
By Daniel J. Vaccaro 
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((Life is a puzzle;' she 
says. ((I can look back 
and clearly see how 
the pieces fit 
together:' 
Sister Sen Nguyen, O.S.F., RC '89 
12 I Fall2010 
As it has for many, coming to the United 
States allowed Sister Sen Nguyen, O.S.F., to 
pursue her dreams. A devout Catholic, she felt 
called to religious life from her earliest years, 
yet, it wasn 't until she came to the United 
States that this dream could become reality. 
Nguyen was an only child, and as such, her 
culture necessitated that she care for her 
parents rather than focus on her own goals. 
An unforeseen journey to the U.S. , however, 
ultimately helped to fulfill her dream and care 
for her aging mother. 
In 1975, during the chaos of the fall of 
Saigon, Sister Nguyen was separated from her 
mother. As it turned out, her mother was 
rescued by an American ship headed to Guam 
and through various circumstances came to 
reside in Colorado. As a teenager, Nguyen 
lived under communist occupation in Saigon 
until, as one of the "boat people," she fled to 
Malaysia. She was eventually reunited with 
her mother in Denver. 
In Denver, she studied at community college 
and then at Metropolitan State College, before 
entering the Marycrest Franciscan Sisters. 
Religious life brought her to Regis, where she 
majored in sociology and religious studies. 
She graduated in 1989 and later completed a 
master's in education and fine arts at the 
University of Colorado at Denver. 
In 1991, Sister Nguyen initiated a fair trade 
program to create job opportunities for under-
privileged women in Vietnam, many of whom 
suffer from polio. She started Bridging Hope 
(www.bridging-hope.org) in 2007, a nonprofit 
organization that creates educational and 
vocational opportunities for Vietnamese 
women and children who are affected by 
HIV/AIDS. Bridging Hope is funded in part by 
the sale of original hand-crafted items 
produced by these women. Ultimately, Nguyen 
hopes to open a home for the elderly in 
Vietnam in honor of her late mother. 
Sister Nguyen is widely recognized for her out-
standing work in the faith , art and social 
justice communities. This summer she 
received the Regis University Humanity Award. 
She cites Regis as a major influence on her. 
"Life is a puzzle," she says. "I can look back 
and clearly see how the pieces fit together." 
Her desire to tell the Vietnamese tale is the 
latest piece in the master work that is her life. 
By Marycate Lumpp 
Deciding on a college is not always easy. But 
for Chris Perrella the choice was obvious. His 
father was a graduate of Regis College and 
had spent a lifetime extolling the school 's 
virtues. "It's hard to argue with results," Chris 
says. "I could see the impact Regis had on my 
father and that profoundly influenced my 
decision to attend. " That choice was made 
even easier by knowing that Chris had 
extended family in the Denver area , so when 
he missed his Bay Area home, the promise of 
good company and a warm meal were never 
far. Toss in the liberal arts education , which 
he knew would provide him with the good 
complement of foundational knowledge and 
skill specific training, and he was sold. 
Regis proved to be everything Chris imagined, 
preparing him for his future in investment 
banking from day one. In the small college 
atmosphere, he quickly honed his interperson-
al skills. He joined the Leadership Program 
and took classes that opened his eyes to life 
outside the United States. In an international 
relations class with Dr. Terry Schmidt, Chris 
recalls participating in role playing exercises 
that taught him how to solve problems using 
diplomatic solutions. Perhaps the single 
greatest step in his career development at 
Regis came from an internship he had at the 
State of Colorado Pension Fund. There, Chris 
learned how his major in computer informa-
tion systems and minor in mathematics could 
be applied to a real business setting. He also 
got a solid understanding of how investments 
work. 
By Dan iel J. Vaccaro 
After graduation, Chris would spend more 
than two decades working for major Wall 
Street firms in both New York and San 
Francisco. Two years at Kidder Peabody were 
followed by a ten-year stint at Morgan Stanley, 
where he put his mathematic talents to use in 
the Fixed Income Division. Chris then took a 
position in the Private Fund Group at Credit 
Suisse, where he worked for another decade. A 
year and a half ago, Chris founded his own 
investment firm, Cap Services, LLC, a 
business focused on raising capital for alter-
native investment firms. "Basically, I 
introduce people with money to people who 
know how to make money," Chris says of his 
new entrepreneurial venture. 
Chris works from his home in Moraga, Calif. , 
which also allows him to be involved in the 
community. He volunteers at a local high 
school as a parent class advisor, mentoring 
students on how to be effective leaders, as 
well as leading the fundraising efforts for its 
Sports Booster Club. And like his father, 
Victor, who is a member of Regis' Board of 
Trustees, Chris never misses an opportunity 
to talk to graduating seniors about Regis. 
"The high quality of people you meet; the 
long-lasting relationships you build; the 
education you receive; Regis always gets my 
highest recommendation ." 
"The high quality of 
people you meet; 
the long -lasting rela-
tionships you build; 
the education you 
receive; Regis always 
gets my highest 
recommendation:' 
Regis University 
Chris Perrella, RC '87 
(pictured with his father 
Victor Perrella, RC '55) 
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ALUMNI 
1 AFGHANISTAN 
Allen Whitman, CPS '92, lives on a U.S. 
military Forward Operating Base and works 
for Fluor Corporation managing support 
organizations that provide the base with 
logistics, base-camp construction , hous1ng 
and many other services 
2 AUSTRIA 
Michael Hofer, CPS '09, CFO of an interna-
tional corporation for access control solutions 
that is headquartered in Austria. Subsidiaries 
and joint ventures around the world; 
including the USA 
3 BELIZE 
John Cooper, RC '89, production engineer with 
the company that made Belize's first com-
mercial oil discovery in 2005 
4 CHINA, HONG KONG 
John Streicher, RC '80, works as director of 
product quality for Teleflora. His daughter, 
Wen Ying Streicher, graduated from Reg1s 
College in 2008 
5 CHINA, SHANGHAI 
Rudy Mazza, CPS '90, director of marketing, 
Alcatel USA 
6 JAMAICA 
Vince L. Johnson, CPS '13, banking officer 
with the Bank of Nova Scotia Jamaica 
Limited 
7 MEXICO 
Thomas M. Kazmierski, CPS '87 /'89, retired 
from the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire 
and is currently a Peace Corps Volunteer 
serving in the Bosque La Primavera 
8 MYANMAR 
Cameron Sabo, RC '83, director of the Yangon 
Academy, which makes a difference in the 
lives of young people by providing education 
9 NEPAL 
Buna Dahal, CPS '10, originally from Nepal, 
is a leadership strategist for her consulting 
firm, Dynamic Buna 
10 PALESTINE 
Thafer Jarrar, RHCHP '011'05, completed a 
graduate degree in health services adminis-
tration and a Doctor of Physical Therapy and 
is now working as the general manager of a 
hospital in Palestine 
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11 PERU 
Amber Walker, RHCHP '10, volunteers for the 
catholic Medical Mission Board in Trujillo. 
For one year, she will work in a PT clinic, a "" 
school , and on the creation of a new public • ~· 
health program ~ ~ -
tf"~•l.. -~ 
.,. -12 SAUDI ARABIA 
Betty Gandy-Tobin, CPS '11, teaches 
English as a foreign language 
13 SPAIN 
Father Bart Geger, S.J. , rector of the 
Regis University Jesuit community, 
defended his doctoral dissertation 
lgnatian Spirituality at the Universida 
Pontificia in June 2010 
~ . .._ 
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14 UNITED KINGDOM 
Will Gohl, RC '10, is a 2010 Rhodes Scholar 
studying at Oxford University 
15 UNITED STATES, COLORADO 
Regis University established 1877 
16 UNITED STATES, Cycling for Change 
Matt Ruhl, S.J., RC '81 , rode his bike across 
the U.S. including stops in: Washington, 
Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Colorado, Missouri, 
Mississippi, Louisiana, Florida, Pennsylvania, 
Iowa and Washington , D.C. 
ACADEMIC 
PROGRAMS 
17 DENMARK 
The Women 's Volleyball Team won all 9 games 
against Danish and Swedish professional 
teams during their summer 2010 trip 
18 DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
Each year Regis College invites students to 
participate in this alternative spring break 
immersion trip 
19 GHANA 
Since 2004, the Tinansa program has offered 
Regis College students this experiential 
learning immersion 
20 IRELAND 
Each year, Regis professors Victoria McCabe, 
Dennis Gallagher and Matt Daly lead a group 
of Regis College students on a trip to Ireland 
21 MEXICO 
For 19 years, Regis College's Center for . 
Service Learning has supported this spnng 
break immersion to Barrio Nuevo in Coahuila 
22 UNITED STATES, WEST VIRGINIA 
Annual Rueckert-Hartman College for Health 
Professions immersion trip to Appalachia 
23 UNITED STATES, WYOMING 
Rueckert-Hartman College for Health 
Professions' students visit Wind River 
Reservation annually to administer health care 
STUDY ABROAD 
24 Cliff Costa , RC '11, University of the South 
Pacific, Suva , Fiji- Spring 2010 
25 Rhiannon Ferguson, RC '12, Edinburgh 
University, Edinburgh, Scotland- Spring 
2010 
26 Caitlin Oken, RC '11, Stellenbosch 
University, Stellenbosch, South Africa -
Spring 2010 
27 Kirsten Peterson, RC '11, University of 
Salzburg, Salzburg, Austria- Fall 2010 
28 Kelly Rogers, RC '11, Sorbonne, Paris, 
France - Academic Year 2009/2010 
29 Andrew Scott, RC '10, Koc University, 
Istanbul , Turkey- Spring 2010 
30 Emily Sloan, RC '11, State Polytechnic 
University, St. Petersburg, Russia- Fall 
2009 
, 
&( 
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INTERNATIONAL 
STUDENTS 
31 Ben Fredrickson, RC '14, from New 
Zealand 
32 Slobodan Jovanich, RC '12, from Serbia 
33 Isaac and Shaiman Lalich, RC '14, from 
the Virgin Islands 
34 Michael Marino, RC '14, from the United 
Kingdom 
35 Christina-Jo Quinata, RC '14, from Guam 
36 Nenani Sichone, RC '14, from Zambia 
37 Rangsey Srey, RC '13, from Phnom Penh, 
Cambodia 
FACULTY ORIGINS 
38 Laju Balani, assistant professor of 
religious studies, Regis College -India 
39 Heinz Buschang, acting dean, College for 
Professional Studies- Germany 
40 Marie-Dominique Franco, associate 
professor of biology, Regis College -
France 
41 Ivan Gaetz, dean of libraries, Dayton 
Memorial Library- Canada 
42 Stamos Karamouzis, dean of CPS School 
of Computer & Information Sciences -
Greece 
43 Mohamed Lotfy, faculty, CPS School of 
Computer & Information Sciences- Egypt 
44 Barry Martin, dean, CPS School of 
Humanities & Social Sciences- Australia 
45 Leonardo Palacios, assistant professor of 
modern languages, Regis College - Chile 
46 Doreen Watson, assistant professor of 
sociology, Regis College- Jamaica 
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"The trip made such 
an impression on me 
because not only did 
we get the chance to 
become part of a 
community, but we 
also got to use our 
medical skills in a 
very hands-on way:' 
Rachel Chavez, RHCHP '10 
By Daniel J. Vaccaro 
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Rachel Chavez feels that God is always with 
her, guiding her. God was with her the night 
she decided which college to attend. This was 
during high school and she was participating 
in a summer camp at Regis. She was walking 
across the quad late at night when a fox 
trotted up to her. The animal approached as 
though it was specifically seeking her out. "It 
had more peace in its eyes than most people," 
she recalls. "And after that moment I knew 
that God was telling me where I needed to be." 
God was also with Rachel during the darkest 
moment of her life. This was at age fourteen 
and for some time her biological parents had 
been struggling with drug addiction. On this 
particular night the landlord had nailed an 
eviction notice to their door. Rachel had no 
idea what she was going to do. Still , like every 
Wednesday night, she went to church. She 
recalls feeling angry at all the joy around her, 
and constantly choking back tears throughout 
the service. Afterwards, the youth pastor and 
his wife asked if she would stay and pray with 
them. They'd noticed that she wasn 't herself 
and asked if everything was okay. She told 
them her story and they offered to have her 
stay with them for a few days until things got 
straightened out. A few days turned into a 
month and a month into eight years. "Without 
their sweet request to pray with me I have no 
doubt in my mind that I would not be where I 
am today," Chavez says. 
Today, with God 's guidance, encouragement 
from her foster parents, a generous scholar-
ship from the Daniel 's Fund, and a tireless 
work ethic, Chavez is a graduate of Regis 
University. She received her degree in nursing 
this past May. Of all the memories she made 
at Regis, it is the service opportunities that 
stay with her. An immersion trip to Mexico, in 
particular, had a major impact. "The trip 
made such an impression on me because not 
only did we get the chance to become part of 
a community, but we also got to use our 
medical skills in a very hands-on way." 
Besides putting the skills she was learning in 
the classroom to use, that trip also forced her 
to ask some tough questions about herself 
and the world. 
Because of experiences like these, and her 
own personal history, Rachel has decided on a 
career that will allow her to give back. This 
summer she became a nurse in the Air Force 
in Florida , where she will use her skills in 
service of her country, and at the same time 
earn her Doctor of Nursing Practice. That 
degree will help her reach her long term goal 
of opening a clinic in Mexico. "What I really 
want is to teach the community about basic 
first aid and show them the power of God 's 
love," Chavez says. Telling her story might be 
the perfect place to start. She is, after all , an 
extraordinary example of just how far faith 
can take you . 
Making connections 
As we continue to seek ways to uphold the Regis mission of service to 
others, we must examine new avenues to provide living experiences for 
students and faculty that spark examination, reflection, and true 
insight. Project Homeless Connect (PHC) is one such avenue. 
Project Homeless Connect is a national initiative that seeks to end home-
lessness. In Denver, this biannual event brings together homeless 
persons and the community partners who can assist them with needed 
services, such as housing, food, jobs, education, legal aid, and health 
care. Regis University's Rueckert-Hartman College for Health Professions 
partners with Denver Health and Human Services and the Mile High 
United Way to be the sole provider of health care at this event, including 
nursing, physical therapy, health services administration, and pharmacy. 
Provided services include: physical exams, physical therapy assessments 
and treatment, health education and screening, dental, vision, wound 
care, medication education, and mental health counseling. 
The benefits of Regis' partnership with PHC are myriad. In addition to 
seeking justice and serving others, we are able to facilitate service 
learning, uphold the University's mission of service, and provide clinical 
learning hours for an underserved and vulnerable population. However, 
the real and foundational meaning of this opportunity is best expressed 
by our students and faculty. One faculty member said, "I find that one 
day at PHC helps me remember the true calling of my work." 
One student, in a written reflection, wrote, "Project Homeless Connect 
provided a mirror as to the ease at which preconceptions are conceived 
for individuals and variable populations. Through service with an 
external world, my internal world was irrevocably altered. Care is no 
tonger a charitable phrase, but rather a mark of social consciousness." 
I couldn't have said it better. 
By MaJYJO Coast, Ph.D., RN 
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Patrick stays simple 
and true to his Regis 
University roots: 
"When everything is 
said and done;' he 
says, ((nothing that I 
do is of my own 
creation, since it is 
done for the poor and 
for God's kingdom. 
Patrick Atkinson, CPS '00 
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Patrick Atkinson, a graduate of Regis 
University's Master of Nonprofit Management 
(MNM) program, was a Colorado Trust Fellow, 
served as commencement speaker at his own 
graduation and completed his degree without 
having set foot on campus prior to the 
ceremony. 
Patrick grew up in Bismarck, N.D., and 
graduated magna cum laude from Minnesota 
State University Moorhead, after which he 
worked with street gangs and child prosti-
tutes in New York City during the day. At 
night, he took the subway to the South Bronx, 
where he hammered an abandoned tenement 
into a soup kitchen for Part Of The Solutions 
(POTS) community program. 
In 1983, Patrick was asked to work in Central 
America 's violence-filled war zones. Over the 
next seven years , he engaged in war-zone rec-
onciliation and post-war reconstruction efforts 
in Mexico, Guatemala , El Salvador, Honduras, 
Panama, Haiti , and Columbia ; founding 38 
specialized clinics, schools, vocational 
training centers, street-child programs, and 
homes for war-orphaned children . During this 
time, he was wounded in a car-bombing in El 
Salvador. 
In 1991, Patrick founded The GOD'S CHILD 
Project (www.Godschild.org) in Guatemala . Its 
goal was to provide follow-up care and 
education to 35-50 adolescents Patrick had 
removed from the nation 's killing fields. With 
the quickly-growing Project staffed almost 
entirely by volunteers, Patrick realized he 
needed intensive administrative training, and 
\ 
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in 1996, was accepted into Regis' MNM 
program. 
"It's not that I was floundering," says Patrick. 
"It's that I didn't want to flounder. The GOD'S 
CHILD Project was doubling in size each yea r 
and we were receiving hundreds of volunteers 
from around the world . It was as though I had 
gone out for a leisurely swim and found 
myself surfing a monster tida l wave. " 
Patrick has founded and today directs The 
GOD'S CHILD Project and affil iate programs in 
Africa , India, Central America, and the United 
States that provide care and education to 
nearly 14,000 people. He has received the 
Guatemalan Congressional Medal of Honor 
and was named Goodwill Ambassador for the 
country, has been knighted by a Spanish 
Order, and is the subject of a biography 
entitled "The Dream Maker." He is the co-
author of four books and is working on three 
more. His "Institute for Trafficked, Exploited & 
Missing Persons" (www.ITEMP.org) is Central 
America 's largest anti-human trafficking 
program. 
Based in Antigua , Guatemala , with residen ces 
he can use in Blantyre Malawi, Minneapolis, 
Minn., and Bismarck, N.D. , Patrick stays 
simple and true to his Regis University roots: 
"When everything is said and done," he says, 
"nothing that I do is of my own creation , since 
it is done for the poor and for God 's kingdom. 
All of the inspirations and skills that I need to 
get the job done come from God." (p. 240, 
"The Dream Maker," Paulist Press) 
Nearing the end of my time at Reg is, I had the 
opportunity to embark on an immersion to 
Eth iopi a. On this trip I was part of a collabo-
ra tive effort to not only share knowledge, but 
to submerge myself in an underserved area in 
order to learn about health care in the devel-
oping world. I worked side by side with 
Ethiopian phys ical therapists, discussing 
treatment and collaborating on interventions. 
When the "most ideal " necessities were not 
ava ilable, I was challenged to expand my cre-
ativity and resourcefulness. Other health 
related experiences included: visiting the 
Fistula Hospital , Alert Hospital for Hansen 's 
Disease, Mother Theresa 's Orphanage and 
providing education and mentorship for young 
peo ple at Project Mercy. 
Wh ile in Ethiopia I was constantly challenged 
with the question "how ought we to live?" and 
fou nd myself then, and still today, reflecting 
on that topic. Most importantly, however, th is 
experience provided me with the confidence I 
needed to become an autonomous practitioner 
and affirmed my abil ity to lead. Today I am a 
lead physical thera pist at a developing skilled 
nursing facili ty and a staff therapist in an 
outpatient cli nic in rura l Nebraska. I have 
been a vocal pat ient advocate in both 
settings. Each day I find myself thinking: did I 
do my best today to live and serve how I 
shou ld and was I the leader I started to 
become on Ethiop ian soi l? Through the 
Ethiopian immersion experience, I feel I truly 
transformed from a learner into a leader. 
John Barzizza , RC '70, was 
destined to be a businessman ... 
By Marycate Lumpp 
Most importantly, however, this experience 
provided me with the confidence I needed to 
become an autonomous practitioner and 
affirmed my ability to lead. 
It started with his grandfather, whose friends 
from Italy, the Petri family, visited the 
Barzizzas in Memphis, Tenn. The Petri Wine 
Company, a well-known producer of Italian 
wines, asked Barzizza 's grandfather to run 
distribution operations. Too ill for the task, he 
referred them to his son , Barzizza 's father, 
who built the business Barzizza would eventu-
ally take over. 
Although his father pushed him to attend 
Georgetown University, Barzizza wanted to 
leave the eastern and southern regions of the 
U.S. to which he'd grown accustomed. The 
Germantown, Tenn ., native first spotted Regis 
listed among other Jesuit colleges in an issue 
of America Magazine distributed at his 
Christian Brothers high school. A Tennessee 
friend, David Wade, RC '67, further encour-
aged him. And Barzizza 's interest in pediatric 
medicine easily aligned with Regis ' strong 
pre-med program. 
At college, however, when it became clear that 
he would go into the family business, Barzizza 
By Joel DeMaris PT, DPT, RHCHP '09 
changed his major to business administration. 
He assumed full leadership of the company at 
age 26. Today, he is president and CEO of the 
award winning Southwestern Distributing 
Company that has continued to grow under 
the direction of Barzizza and his brother. The 
father of four biological and two foster 
children, he serves in leadership roles for 
many organizations, including the Liberty Bowl 
Association , the National Football Foundation 
& College Hall of Fame, as well as Shelby 
Residential Vocation Services. 
Barzizza recalls Father Stanstell and Father 
Hunthausen among the Jesuits who most 
touched his life and who, in addition to Mr. 
John Coyne, the academic dean , provided him 
with strong examples of what makes a good 
leader. 
"My Jesuit education was one of God 's 
greatest gifts to me," says Barzizza. "I'm very 
proud to be associated with Regis and of how 
it has flourished over the years." 
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Walking in their shoes 
This summer, a group of 14 Regis graduate 
students and their professor, Dr. Liz Grassi, 
traveled to Costa Rica to experience fu II 
immersion in a culture and language other 
than their own. The Regis students, all prac-
ticing K-12 teachers in Colorado, instruct 
immigrant children in the U.S. , and are 
studying the linguistic theories behind second 
language and cu lture acquisition in the Regis 
College Master of Arts in Education program. 
These teachers, however, chose to go beyond 
the textbook, opting to "walk in their students ' 
shoes" in order to better understand the joys, 
frustrations, and struggles their students and 
families face. 
Each Regis student lived with a Costa Rican 
family. For two weeks, they immersed them-
selves in hours of language classes. They 
experienced, first hand, the daily frustrations 
of their own young students: trying to commu-
nicate needs in a language they do not speak, 
trying to negotiate a culture they do not 
understand, and trying to sit at a desk and 
learn for hours in a new language. 
During the trip, Regis students also felt the 
effects of 'culture shock. ' Although tired and 
sometimes frustrated, they acknowledged that 
the lessons learned were invaluable. "I walked 
away able to empathize with my students on a 
completely different level," one student said. 
"One of the greatest lessons I learned was 
that a child cannot possibly learn when under 
extreme stress and fatigue from culture 
shock." 
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This trip helped the Regis students under-
stand the changes they need to make in their 
own classrooms in order to better serve their 
immigrant students. For example, Regis 
students used English with each other in their 
Spanish classes to better understand the cur-
riculum, and now recognize the need to give 
their own students time to clarify curriculum 
in their first language. As Regis students 
leaned on one another for support, they recog-
nized the need to create a community of 
learners to help support their immigrant 
students as they adjust to the U.S. Most 
importantly, the Regis students now under-
stand that the families of their students also 
need support, and that being an adult does 
not make one immune to the cultural acquisi-
tion process. 
Regardless of the difficulties these teachers 
faced , the overwhelming consensus is that 
the trip changed their beliefs around the 
teaching of immigrant students. As one 
student concluded , "This trip positively 
impacted me both personally and profession-
ally in more ways than my combined ten years 
of teaching experience and five years of 
graduate classes. And regardless of my bouts 
of culture shock, exhaustion and frustration , I 
would do it all again at a moment's notice !" 
((One of the greatest 
lessons I learned was 
that a child cannot 
possibly learn when 
under extreme stress 
and fatigue from 
culture shock:' 
I 
Intern turned employee 
This is the story of how a simple internship 
changed the course of my life. 
I come from a long line of Regis graduates. My 
grandmother went to Loretto Heights College. 
My aunt recently graduated with her master's 
and my sister graduated with her bachelor's 
four years ago. We have all gone on to careers 
in our fields of study, but my time spent 
looking for a job was over before it had begun . 
In May, I graduated with a BS in computer 
science and a minor in mathematics. During 
my last semester I decided to do an intern-
ship. With the help of Career Services and, 
Lynne Montrose, director of Academic 
Internships, I got an interview with the 
founder and CEO of Spinfusion Inc., a small 
medical software company in Colorado that 
specializes in scheduling software for doctor 
Translating the 
Regis experience 
groups. From my start at 
Spinfusion I was given 
valuable work to do, 
things that were actually 
being used in the 
software. It was a great 
learning experience for 
me because it 
broadened my 
knowledge base, deepening the 
things I'd learned at Regis. 
Toward the end of my internship, I met with 
my supervisor, who explained that I had done 
a great job. He then offered me a full time job. 
I was overjoyed with the opportunity. 
Spinfusion is a great company and small 
enough that I am able to work on all aspects 
of software engineering and computer pro-
gramming. 
In 2002, after spending two and a half years with 
Charles Schwab & Co. , I decided to move to China to 
teach English as a second language at the Dalian 
Maritime University (DMU). I have since been in the 
country for nine years and held positions at a number 
of institutions. I currently teach at North China 
Electric Power University in Beijing. 
My students at DMU were primarily from rural China, 
mostly members of the "peasant class, " and were 
pursuing majors in Navigation or Marine L.. 
Engineering. As a teacher, I soon learned that a 
I have a lot of people to thank for getting me 
to where I am today, my family, who have 
always supported me, and the staff and pro-
fessors at Regis, who gave me the skills and 
the opportunities I would need to succeed 
after college. 
By Mario Domenico, RC '10 
student's ability to improve his or her language skills was influ-
enced by a sense or lack of confidence. Being in the service of my 
students then, meant I had to spend as much time on confidence 
building as on language exercises. This was an interesting challenge 
given that the Chinese education system encourages (even rewards) 
passive learning and discourages volunteering thoughts and asking 
questions. 
One of the guiding principles I have applied to my pedagogy is Regis' 
motto of "being in the service of others. " I remember how my Regis 
experience and my relationships with professors allowed me to develop 
my skills and talents. I hope to do the same for students here. I try to 
create a sense of community in the classroom, a supportive learning 
environment in which students can gain in confidence and skill. While 
the Chinese education system is significantly different from ours, I do 
my best to replicate my Regis experience, modifying it to suit my 
students' needs so that they, too, have a rewarding and long-lasting 
academic experience. 
I try to create a sense of 
community in the classroom, a 
supportive learning environment 
in which students can gain in 
confidence and skill. 
Andrew J. Jarrett, RC '99 
By Andrew J. Jarrett, RC '99 
(pictured with students) 
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Brian Bowles remembers the exact moment he decided 
to change his career path. 
"I started having severe double vision and headaches. 
One day I almost crashed my car on the highway because I 
couldn't see straight." 
He found his way to the hospital with a brain 
abnormality. That's when Bowles made the bold step of 
redefining his professional and personal life . Instead of 
chasing career advancement, he decided to work in service 
of others. He changed his course from getting a Ph.D. in 
special education to a Master of Arts in Counseling degree 
from Regis University's School of Education & Counseling. 
"I identified with the Jesuit mission. It reflects my core 
values. It really means something to serve others in this 
world." 
With the help of some supportive faculty and a 
relationship with a Denver hospice, Bowles traveled to Africa 
and began a bereavement counseling program in Tanzania. 
"They didn't have a way of dealing with grief there. 
And everyone's stories are so heartbreaking." 
Bowles talks about all the children he met who 
thought they were taking vitamins everyday of their lives, 
when they were really taking antiretroviral medication for 
HIV 
"There was no process to break it to these kids that 
they were HIV positive." 
Today, Bowles will tell you that he's living his dream. 
"That's what is great about Regis," he says. "It 
supports you in finding your values and helps you to 
discover who you really want to be." 
What's YOUR Regis Story? 
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[Athletics] 
Ann Martin named 
new athletic director 
Ann Martin has been named director of 
athletics at Regis University, succeeding 
longtime Regis Athletic Director Barbara 
Schroeder. Martin has been on the Regis 
athletic administration staff since 2005. 
Martin, a native of Baldwin City, Kan ., wa s most recently the 
associate director of athletics at Regis, a position she held during the 
2009-10 school year. Previous to that, she was the Rangers ' assistant 
athletic director in charge of compliance and marketing and promo-
tions. 
"I feel privileged to have the opportunity to lead the Regis University 
athletic program" states Martin . "/look forward to working with the 
campus community, coaches, alumni and student-athletes as together 
we can build on our success and traditions. It is an exciting time for 
Regis University and I am honored to be part of it." 
Martin 's administrative reach stretches further than just the Regis 
campus. She is the chair for the NCAA Division II Legislation Committee 
in which she helped usher in legislation that will shape the future of 
Division II athletics. She has been a member of the committee since 
2007 and will see her two-year term as chair end late in 2010. 
Martin 's mentor and predecessor Barb Schroeder comments,"/ am 
very excited and happy for this opportunity for Ann. I feel good knowing 
that I am leaving the Regis Athletic Department in good hands," 
Schroeder says. 
A graduate of Rockhurst University (Kan.), Martin has been a member 
of the National Association of Collegiate Athletic Administrators 
(NACWAA) since 2004. She is a member of the NACWAA Education and 
Profess iona l Development Committee. NACWAA awarded Martin the 
in itial Judith M. Sweet Commitment Award in 2008. Locally, she serves 
on the Sportswomen of Co lorado Nominating Committee, a position she 
ha s held since the fall of 2006. 
She previously served as the assistant commissioner at the Rocky 
Mountain Athletic Conference (RMAC) in Colorado Springs, Colo. (2004-
05). Prior to her stint at the RMAC, Martin was the assistant women's 
basketball coach at Colorado State University-Pueblo and also served 
as the student development coordinator, the assistant compliance coor-
dinator, the Student-Athlete Advisory Committee (SAAC) sponsor, an 
adjunct professor and a challenge course instructor during her time 
with the Th underwolves. 
Former Rangers catcher drafted in MLB 
and hits homerun in first game 
All-America catcher Patrick Farrell was sel ected in the 32nd round of the Major League 
~aseball amateur draft by the New York Mets in June of this year. Farrell becomes the 12th player 
1n Reg1s history to be drafted and the first since pitcher Matt Huff was selected in the 27th round 
in 2006 by the San Diego Padres. 
Regis Head Coach Dan McDermott says, "/a m excited for Patrick and proud of him. He is a 
great baseball player and an even better person ." 
On July 21 , while playing for the Kingsport (Tenn .) Mets, Farrell singled in his first career at-
bat. H1s next at-bat was a memorable one as he hit his first career homerun driving in three runs. 
···· ······························ ·· ··· ·· ················ ·· ·········· ········· ···························· ·· ·· ····················· ···················· .................. .. ........................................................................... .. ........ ...... .... 
Regis adds to Athletic Department staff 
. Logan Garvin, RC '06, was named assistant director of athletics for marketing and promo-
tions. Garv1n spent two seasons (2004-06) as a student-athlete at Regis. The Philomath Ore 
native also interned in the athletic office while completing his master's degree at Northe'rn ., 
Colorado. 
Kelly Mclaughlin is the new assistant director of athletics for student-athlete services and 
compliance. Mclaughlin had been the head athletic trainer at Bishop Machebeuf High School in 
Aurora, Colo., since 2008. Prior to those positions Mclaughlin wa s part of the athletic depart-
ment at RMAC-foe Colorado Christian University from 2000-2008. 
Nicole Timboli is the fourth head coach in the softball program 's history. A native of Colorado 
Spnngs, Colo. , she most recently was an assistant coach at NCAA Division I Central Florida in 
Orlando, Fla. In 2010, Trimboli helped Central Florida to a 36-23 record and an NCAA 
Tournament berth . 
e Follow the Rangers on Facebook, Twitter and Web . . Search for Regis Rangers at www.twittetcorn/RegisRangers Purchase team and action photos at www.regisrangers.com (click on the photo gallery link) 
--------------------~--Written by Mark McCue di rector of donor and al · · · · · 
' umnr communrca trons, and Jeremy Ph illips, sports informatron drrector 241 Fall2010 
Sometimes life offe rs us an opportunity. But it is up to 
us to se ize that opportunity and to make the most of it. 
Micae la Escontrias was born in Chicago, the second 
daughter in a Spanish speaking family. She moved to 
Denver in 2001 and shortly thereafter enrolled in the 
pioneer class at Arrupe Jesuit High School. There she had 
her first taste of college. She participated in activities on 
the Regis campus, and through Arrupe's corporate work 
study program, she interned in Regis' admissions office. She 
worked hard as an intern and even harder as a 
student, determined to be the first in her family to 
graduate from college. Senior year, Micaela applied for 
dozens of scholarships and won the Arrupe Role Model 
Scholarship, which provided a full ride to any Jesuit 
college. 
"Having a full scholarship is not something a lot of 
students receive," she says. "I am so appreciative of this 
opportunity and I am making the most out of my 
experience." 
At Regis, Micaela majors in sociology and minors in 
criminology. She also finds time to give back. As a 
teacher's assistant in a college transition course, she 
mentors students from backgrounds similar to hers as they 
transition from Arrupe to Regis. 
"Being at Regis has opened my eyes to a new life," she 
says. "I have transformed into an independent, responsible 
and mature woman. College has pointed me in the 
direction of a bright future." 
After Regis, Micaela hopes to pursue a graduate degree 
in criminal justice, preferably at Loyola University in 
Chicago. For now though, she is focused on her senior year 
at Regis and making good on an opportunity - being the 
first in her family to graduate from college. 
What's YOUR Regis Story? 
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From Loretto Heights to 
bright lights 
Mary ]o Catlett, LHC '60 
As an undergraduate student, Mary Jo 
Catlett's dance teacher told her she 
had the talent but lacked the 
toughness to get to Broadway, noting 
that she was "too soft" for the hard 
knocks New York would surely give her. 
Fortunately, Mary Jo didn 't listen. 
Fifty years after graduating from Loretto 
Heights College, Mary Jo Catlett has seen a 
prolific career that has exposed her to genera-
tions of viewers, entertaining audiences from 
New York to Los Angeles through stage, film 
and television. 
You might recognize her voice as that of "Mrs. 
Puff" on Sponge Bob Square Pants, or 
remember her as the housekeeper "Pearl 
Gallagher" on Diff'rent Strokes, "Mrs. 
Applebaum" on That's So Raven, or from her 
appearances on Glee, M*A*S*H, and General 
Hospital (for which she received an Em my 
nomination). Or maybe you saw her in feature 
films such as The Champ, Serial Mom, The 
Benchwarmers and Beethoven's 5th. Or 
perhaps you were lucky enough to see her on 
Broadway in Hello Dolly, where she originated 
the role of "Ernestina" opposite Carol 
Channing's "Dolly" in 1964. 
"I was cast as a chorus member," Catlett 
remembers of her Broadway debut. "And a few 
weeks before opening night I got the role of 
Ernestina." Succeeding Broadway appearances 
included such shows as Pajama Game, 
Canterbury Tales, and Lysistrata. 
A native of Denver, Catlett attended Loretto 
Heights College on a music scholarship. 
Although she loved music, she ultimately 
changed her major to drama and the rest, quite 
literally, is history. 
She performed in LHC productions of Wonderful 
Town, Fin ian 's Rainbow, Annie Get Your Gun 
and Boom Town, a Max DiJulio original which 
featured a solo, "Respectability," that she 
would reprise in countless Broadway auditions 
during her career. And while juggling 
academics and collegiate productions, she 
worked at a nightclub her last two years as 
part of a local melodrama group. Her career 
eventually brought her back to Denver for pro-
ductions of Nunsense, Harvey and Auntie Mame 
at the historic Elitch Theater, and Something's 
Afoot and a reprise of Nunsense at the Country 
Dinner Playhouse. 
Yet of all the roles she's held, she cites her 
favorite character experience as "Lola Delaney" 
from Come Back Little Sheba, for which she 
garnered a Los Angeles Drama Critics Award in 
1976. "This was the role of all roles for me," 
she recalls. "I used every part of myself and all 
that I knew about acting. You get used to 
playing certain roles over the course of your 
career, but Lola was different and complicated . 
I put my whole self into her. " 
Her friends would tell you that she has 
genuinely kept this sense of her whole self 
throughout her success, exemplifying the 
Loretto motto, Fides, Mores, Cu/tura. She will 
tell you her career has been a wonderful 
privilege. And all those she has entertained will 
tell you that she has brought so much to so 
many over the years. 
Mary Jo Catlett not only proved she had what it 
takes to get to Broadway, she proved she 
belonged there (and in every other major enter-
tainment venue) . More than that, she set the 
stage for how to do anything worth doing with 
grace, joy and passion. 
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john Hill, LHC '80 
John Hill knew from an early age that he 
wanted to work in theater. He sang and acted , 
and like most kids, imagined himself as a 
performer, a star on the big stage. Raised in 
Fort Collins, Colo., John believed there was 
only one school in the area that could help 
him get there. Loretto Heights College was 
known for its arts program and well 
connected in the community. John fondly 
recalls the conservatory style education 
happening at Loretto. "The faculty worked to 
create a community of artists," John says. 
"There was a sense that we were all working 
together to become better at what we did ." 
John was also excited by the possibility of 
taking a variety of classes. "We were required 
to study a range of performance experiences," 
he says. That opportunity to dabble, plus a 
work study position in the costume shop, 
changed the course of John 's theater career. He 
began to feel more pulled toward theater 
design than live performance. So after he 
completed his BA in theater, he pursued an 
MFA in theater design at the University of 
Nebraska. From there John began teaching at 
universities across the country, bringing the 
solid foundation he received at Loretto to bear 
on each of his teaching positions. At the same 
time, John continued designing costumes for 
shows. 
In 1997 John took a position in the theater 
department at Colorado State University, 
where he knew several faculty members. The 
following year he started to teach at Front 
Range Community College as well , where he 
is now a full-time faculty member. John has 
become a pillar in the local theater 
community, recognized most recently for hi s 
innovative work in ch ildren 's th eater. In 2004 
he started the Front Range Fami ly Theater 
Project, which puts on interactive children's 
productions. These shows, cast with students 
from John 's classes, invite audiences to pa r-
ticipate in the performance. Over the last 
seven summers, more than 14,000 people 
have attended these shows. 
For his extraord inary contributions to the 
teaching and producing of theater, John was 
awarded the Kennedy Center Medallion in 
2008. The mission of the Kennedy Center is 
refl ected in John 's work of bringing artists 
together and inspiring creativity in young 
people. John was humbled by this honor, the 
Olym pic gold medal of theater education , but 
even more excited about the doors the award 
has opened for his students. 
John loves teach ing. He sees himself as a 
cheerleader, and sometimes a drill sergeant, 
but mostly a guide. He helps students 
uncover the gifts inside of themselves and 
bring those gifts into the world . "Everybody 
has a vo ice," he says. "I need to help 
students find their voices, and then help 
them figure out where they fit into the bigger 
picture of the performing arts." 
As a costume designer, director and producer 
John Hi ll has made his mark on theater, but 
perhaps more importantly, he continues to 
make an impact on his students. He teaches 
the foundational skills they carry into four 
year universities or directly to the stage itself. 
And if they decide not to take it that far, if 
they never make it to their moment beneath 
the bri ght lights, John knows that at the very 
least theater helps them grow as people, in 
confidence, self-understanding and empathy. 
With those gifts in tow, his students play an 
even more essential role- they become the 
next generation of conscientious citizens and 
compassionate community leaders. 
By Marycate Lumpp and Daniel J. Vaccaro 
Annie Dwyer, LHC '87 
When Annie Dwyer's parents took their 
children to a performance by The Origina l 
Scene, a citywide youth theater company 
directed by Father Dennis Dwyer (no 
relation) in Denver, Annie, then in first 
grade, uncovered a fervent love for musical 
theater. The experience led her to perform 
and eventually teach with the company for 
many years. 
She later immersed herself in the perform-
ing arts at Loretto Heights College, where 
she shares alumnus status with her mother, 
Henrietta (Morrato) Dwyer, LHC '57, and 
brother, Paul Dwyer, LHC '86. "It was such a 
great school ... some of the best years of 
my life," she reca lls, noting that it offered 
the finest musical theater program around. 
Today she is artistic director, choreographer 
and actress at Heritage Square Music Hall 
(www.hsmusichall.com), a dinner theater, in 
Golden, Colo., where she has been acting, 
dancing, writing, and runn ing a summer 
theater program for more than 19 years. 
Shortly after graduating from LHC, she 
performed at StageWest in downtown Denver 
until the theater closed. Three weeks later, 
thanks to T.J. Mull in, one of Music Hall's 
owners and also an actor, spotting her in a 
StageWest show, Annie was back on stage. 
"I am fortunate to have been performing 
consistently my entire career," says Ann ie. 
When asked about favorite roles over the 
course of her Music Hall career, Annie 
claims she can't pick just one. "Every role is 
great because the shows are so interactive 
and different from night to night. I am 
always being stretched as an actor." 
Watching Annie perform, it's evident how 
much she loves her job. No matter how 
awful her day, she knows she gets to go out 
on stage and make everyth ing right. Her 
fellow cast members and her audience 
notice and appreciate that about her. Post-
show words of gratitude once offered to her 
from an audience member seem to best 
capture what Ann ie brings to others through 
her talent. 
"Thanks," he told her, "for bringing such joy 
to my life." 
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Who is St. John Francis Regis? 
Jean Fran~ois Regis, S.J ., the patron of Regis University, was a humble French preacher rec-
ognized as a saint by the Roman Catholic Church . He was born in Font-Couverte, Narbonne, 
Languedoc, France on January 31, 1597, and educated as a Jesuit. He was ordained a priest 
at the age of thirty-one. Regis came from a recently ennobled family but spent much of his 
life preaching to the poor in Huguenot-controlled areas of France. His preaching style was 
said to have been simple and direct, and appealed to the uneducated peasantry. In his 
eagerness to serve the poor, Jean Fran~ois established several hostels for prostitutes, and 
set up girls as lace makers to give them an income. (He is thus the patron saint of lace 
makers.) He also worked with plague victims in Toulouse. Regis also established the 
Confraternities of the Blessed Sacrament, which organized charity collections of money and 
food from the wealthy. John Francis died of pneumonia on December 30, 1640, during a 
mission with his companion , Brother Claude Bideau, to La Louvesc, Dauphine, a poor hamlet 
in the mountains of Ardeche in south-central France. He was canonized on June 16, 1737. 
These photos were taken by Father David M. Clarke, S.J ., former president and current chan-
cellor of Regis University, during his visit to France in 1991. 
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Chemistry plays a vital role in our lives. We just don't 
usually realize it. The Lipitor we take for high cholesterol, 
for example, is synthesized using reactions that are 
routinely taught in sophomore organic chemistry. The smog 
we often see gathered over our cities also comes from a 
simple chemical reaction, a deeper understanding of which 
could help us better manage our pollution. 
Dr. Surendra Mahapatro helps students see this 
"chemistry behind things" and how the practical applica-
tion of that chemistry can help change the world. "I am 
interested in how chemistry is relevant in our everyday 
lives," says Mahapatro. He credits Regis for pushing him to 
ask these more practical and fundamental questions. "I am 
a better teacher because of the liberal-arts emphasis at 
Regis and have grown as a teacher in my twenty one years 
here." 
Mahapatro fell in love with chemistry in his native 
India and his passion for the subject is clear when he speaks 
of his teaching philosophy. "Science education must be 
rooted in fundamenta ls," he says. "Without a solid grasp of 
the fundamenta ls there is no base for creative experimenta-
tion." 
For Mahapatro teaching and research cannot be 
separated. "The next generation of chemists must have 
research during their formative years in order to succeed," 
he says. He feels fortunate to collaborate with students on 
research projects and articles, and takes pride in the fact 
that twelve of his students have gone on to chemistry Ph.D. 
programs at major universities. 
While most people think science exists to provide 
answers, Mahapatro believes that the true joy of science lies 
in seeking answers. "There is a lot more chemistry to be 
learned," he says. And passionate professors like him ensure 
that much more will be. 
What's YOUR Regis Story? 
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How ought we to live? As a graduate of Regis, you know this is a quin-
tessential question students of Jesuit education are asked to confront 
and answer. Career Services at Regis University is dedicated to helping 
students and alumni answer this question for the life they will spend in 
the world of work. 
Educating and empowering Regis alumni to make and successfully 
pursue informed career choices are at the heart of what we do. We want 
our clients to achieve a work life that is both personally and profession-
ally satisfying, especially since each of us may spend more than 80,000 
hours of our lives working. In view of this commitment of time and 
effort, it's no wonder that we at Career Services believe career planning 
and development is a process that needs to be fostered throughout life. 
Our services are available to all Regis students and our growing family 
of alumni. And unlike many colleges and universities, virtually all of our 
services are available to the client populations we serve without charge. 
Many of the "high tech" strategies employed to support our clients come 
through our Web site at www.regis.edu/careerservices. Almost 200 
pages of career development resources are available. They range from 
instructional articles on all aspects of the job search, including resume 
and cover letter writing, interviewing, and networking, to comprehensive 
Richard DelliVeneri is the director of Career Services at Regis University 
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online workshops, our Careerlink resource featuring job postings and 
our events calendar, and links to our Facebook page and networking 
resources on Linkedln. Our "high touch" client strategies are focused on 
providing in-person and phone sessions with our career counselors. Last 
year more than 3,300 of these one-hour sessions were conducted. 
Promoting the recruitment and hiring of Regis students and alumni rep-
resents another major role carried out by Career Services. Pursuing this 
goal by building and maintaining relationships with employers in the 
for-profit, nonprofit, and government sectors of the economy is vitally 
important, especially in the very challenging labor market we now face. 
However, despite the impact of this troubled economy, during the 2009-
10 FY we were able to attract employers for 23 events that included 
more than 130 employer representatives and more than 1,300 
attendees. Employers also posted more than 2,500 jobs on our 
Careerlink job bank. 
Career Services has a wealth of information and services to help alumni 
find a career path that fits or to develop and implement an effective job 
search strategy. Please contact us at 303-458-3508 or 1-800-388-2366, 
ext. 3508. And don 't forget to visit us online at www.regis.edu/careerser-
vices or on Facebook. We look forward to serving you. 
For some people service is a way of life. Amber Walker 
is one of those people. She chose a career in physical 
therapy because it allows her to he lp o thers. And she chose 
Regis' Doctor of Physical T herapy (PT ) program because it 
reflected that same value. "I was drawn by the service 
learning," she says. "I'd never heard of a program that 
offered service opportunities as part of the graduate 
experience." 
Amber has taken fu ll advantage of those service 
opportunities. She recently returned from a month long 
service trip to Ethiopia, where she and her classmates 
evaluated and trea ted patients in a clinical setting. She also 
taught health classes to children. 
Despite the demands of a rigorous academic program, 
which requ ires several out- of- state in ternships as well as 
service lea rning, Amber continues to give generously of 
herself. As the service learning represen tative for her class, 
she worked as an intermediary between students and 
facul ty, helping facili ta te volunteer opportunities for her 
peers. "My passion is trying to get other people involved in 
service," she says. Traditionally each PT class fundraises for 
a charitable organization, but Amber thought a personal 
experience could be more meaningful. With help from the 
National Sports Center for the Disabled, she linked her 
classmates to the Green Circle Program, which recruits 
volunteers to accompany disabled skiers on the slopes. 
Amber graduated in early May and moved back to her 
native Alaska. There she will decide between working on 
issues unique to that region or responding to the call of 
international service. In either case, she will continue to 
serve, making as much impact on the world as she has at 
Regis. 
What's YOUR Regis Story? 
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[Alumni News] 
MOMENTS TO 
REMEMBER 
REGIS COLLEGE AND LORETTO HEIGHTS 
ALUMNI WEEKEND 
JULY 8-10, 2011 
JOIN IN THE FUN 
1941, 1946, 1951, 1956, 1961, 1966, 1971, 1976, 
1981, 1986, 1991, 1996, 2001 AND 2006. 
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE RC AND LHC CLASSES OF 1961 ON THEIR 50TH REUNION! 
ALUMNI WEEKEND 2010 
CALENDAR 
November 20, Father Woody Wrap Party 
November 21, Memorial Ma ss 
December 12, Memorial Ma ss 
December 17, "Alumni for Others" 
Fr. Woody Cookie Col lection 
December 18, Pictures with Santa 
and Winter Commencement 
December 19, Fr. Woody Dinner for the Homeless 
January 16. Memorial Ma ss 
January 30, Crest Club Church Tour 
February I 0, Catholic Speaker Seri es: Father 
Charles Shelton, S.J. 
February 20, Memorial Ma ss 
March 20, Memorial Mass 
March 3 I , Catholic Speaker Series: 
Sr. Marilyn Lacey, R.S.M. 
April I 0, Memorial Mass 
April 16, "Alumni for Others" Easter Basket 
Collection 
FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT 
WWW.REGIS.EDU/ALUMNI 
AND CLICK ON EVENTS 
In July, alumni and families descended upon campus to reconnect and remember together. Highlights included: a visit by Father Ed Maginnis, S.J. , 
who traveled from his new post in St. Louis , Mo. , to offer a class for the day; a tour of Larimer Square with Denver's City Auditor, Dennis Gallagher, RC 
'61; an all alumni dinner and dance; class dinners; and awards ceremonies recognizing outstanding alumni from Regis University and Loretto Hei ghts 
College. Be sure to save the date for Alumni Weekend 2011, July 8-10! 
Regis University Alumni Award Recipients 
Alumni Achievement Award 
Mary Kerber Johnston, LHC '60 
Alumni Service Award 
Laura Kelly Smith, RC '78 
Luisa Truglio Staerkel, RC '75 
Alumni Sustained Outstanding Service Award 
Richard Rokosz, RC '68, CPS '91 
Alumni Community Service Award 
Richard Swan, RC '79 Staerkel, Rokosz, Kathy Berg Newman, RC '78, on behalf of Laura Kelly Smith, Nguyen, Swan 
Johnston Hill Catlett 
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The Humanity Award 
Sister Sen Nguyen, O.S.F., RC '89 
Spirit of Loretto Awards 
Mary Jo Catlett, LHC '60 
John R. Hill, LHC '80 
Lumen Christi Outstanding Faculty Award 
Monsignor Edward Madden Sr. Loretto Ann Madden, S.L., LHC '43 
on behalf of Sr. Madden (posthumous) 
FOUR ALUMNI CLUBS LAUNCHED 
The Office of Alumni Engagement launched four alumni clubs this year: Denver, Kansas City, 
Phoenix, and St. Louis. The clubs provide alumni members, as well as parents and friends, social, 
service and networking opportunit ies. A local leadership committee collaborates with Regis 
University to present local events for Regis members to connect. These are just the first clubs in a 
string of many to be established. For more information on alumni clubs, contact the Office of 
Alumni Engagement at 303-458-3536 or 800-233-3866 x3536 or alumni@regis.edu. 
DENVER CLUB COMMITTEE 
Willis Ashby, RC '77 
Mike Dino, RC '86 
Molly Fortune, RC '08 
Hon. Dennis Gallagher, RC '61 
Mike Grace, RC '67 
KANSAS CITY CLUB COMMITTEE 
Anthony J. Bonino, RC '96 
Timothy Brake, RC '70, co-chair 
Robert P. Daly, Jr. , RC '78 
Jonathan D. Grams, RC '68 
PHOENIX CLUB COMMITTEE ~ ST. LOUIS CLUB COMMITTEE 
Jessica Angel , RC '95 1 Peter Benoist, RC '70, president 
Nathan Angel , RC '95 1 J. Farrell Browne, Jr., RC '72 
Ed Beauvais, RC '58 1 Pat Cantwell , RC '84 
Mary Jayne Benton, LHC '49 ! John Chiapel , RC '89 
Dan Crowley, RC '66 1 Fred Daues, RC '75 
Pam Press, RC '80 
Stephanie S. Hart, RC '97, co-chair 
Mark J. Henke, RC '76, co-chair 
Michael R. Hoefer, RC '76 
Lynn Crowley, LHC '67 1 Greg, RC '64 and Jeanne, RC '65, Downey 
Mike Schiff, RC '69 
Kathy Schmitz, RC '83 
Kate Skarbek, RC '92 
Georgia Tracy, RC '78 
Katie Zarlengo, RC '05/CPS '07 
Matthew Zavala , RC '07 
Gretchen Ingram, P '03 
Todd A. LaSala , RC '93 
Karen L. Miller, RC '82, co-chair 
Sean R. Miller, RC '81 
Bridgette M. O'Connor, RC '97 
Daniel J. O'Connor, RC '97 
David A. Orwick RC '81 
Robert J. Rawson, RC '99, co-chair 
Rev. Matt Ruhl , S.J., RC '81 
Stephen S. Soden, RC '68 
Vincent "Ace" Wagner, RC '80 
Jack Winter, RC '68 
Ted Crowley, RC '74 1 Robert Dunn, RC '67 
David Estes, P '09,' 11 & '12 ! PJ McDaniel, RC '99, vice president 
Michael Frazier, RC '01 ! Joelle Myszka, RC '01, secretary & treasurer 
Alex Gluecker, RC '06 1 Rick and Linda Pearce, P '12 
Katherine Porter, CPS '04 ! Patricia Pender, RC '81 
Maris Texidor, RC '08 1 Bob RC '73, and Marilyn, RC '75, Pfotenhauer 
Nancy Uxa, RC '82 ! Kristi Pfotenhauer, RC '03 
1 Marty Ribaudo, RC '72 
1 Wally Schmieder, RC '69 
1 Diane Walters, RC '86 I Tim Willard, RC '65 
............................. .......... .. ................. ... .............................................. .............................................. 
................................................................................................................ 
Simmons Del liVeneri 
Andrew Simmons, RC '04/CPS '09, joined the 
staff in September as the assistant vice 
president for alumni engagement. He previous-
ly worked with the Regis College Office of 
Admissions. In his new role at Regis 
University, Simmons oversees all alumni and 
parent programm ing. "The Office of Alum ni 
Engagement works to celebrate the education , 
traditions and values at Regis University, which 
our al umni commonly attribute to what was an 
extraordinarily profound moment in their lives," 
says Simmons. "Our mission is to serve 
alumni, parents and friends in a manner that 
extends their Regis experience for a lifetime." 
Mike DelliVeneri RC '10 is an alumni engage-
, ' 
ment officer. His main focus is on programing 
for young alumni. 
Young Alumni Ranger Day 
Nearly 30 Young Alumni (under age 33) gathered at a park in Denver 
on August 21 to recreate their beloved Ranger Day. Participants 
included graduates from Regis College, Rueckert-Hartman College 
for Health Professions and the College for Professional Studies. 
Summer sendoff! . . . . . 
Each year, the Office of Alumni Engagement partners w1th the Reg1s College Off1ce of Adm1ss1ons 
t " end off" the newest group of entering freshmen to Reg1s Un1vers1ty. 2010 sendoff part1es 0 
s h sted in St. Louis, Kansas City, San Francisco and Phoenix for the record freshman class of 
were o . · d · th t 434. 53 alumni , 48 parents, and 27 new students part1c1pate 1n e evens. 
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Christopher Dieterich, RC '06 
Chris Dieterich, RC '06, was one of 18 
journalism students from five universities 
selected to receive a 2010 White House 
Correspondents' Association (WHCA) scholar-
ship. 
The scholarship allowed Dieterich, who 
recently earned a Master of Arts from the 
University of Missouri School of Journalism, to 
work for a semester as a policy reporter in 
Washington , D.C., where he covered financial 
regulatory reform for the American Banker, a 
daily industry newspaper. (I) 
(I) 
c:t 
As part of the award, scholarship recipients were honored at the annual WHCA dinner, where Dieterich was personally congratu-
lated by President Barack Obama and First Lady Michelle Obama, and mingled with a host of celebrities, journalists and administra-
tion officials. 
I 
Dieterich worked for four years as a reporter and editor at the Highlander, Regis University's student newspaper. He now works as 
a reporter for Dow Jones Newswires in New York and regularly appears in the Wall Street Journal. 
The WHCA supports scholarships aimed at encouraging a new generation of reporters . Since 1991, the WHCA has awarded nearly 
$360,000 in scholarship money to 42 high school and college students. 
1950s Roger Mullaney, RC '62, was "Fioodwall ," an art exhibit by 1980s nominated to the Knight of the artist, Jana Napoli, LHC '68, 
Equestrian Order of the Holy was presented in Berlin Virgil A. Grogean Jr., CPS '81 , Sandy Sandoval, D.D.S., RC '58, Sepulchre of Jerusalem to Rome. September 10 through October 
has eight children, the youngest 15. Installed on the 1920s retired January 1, 2010, after 
of whom has now finished his Ronald D'Ascenz, RC '65, is a "Kurier" ship moored at several more than 32 years of service in 
internship in medicine and will working musician with the locations on the Spree, the site- the United States Air Force. 
soon start his residency in anes- Lamont School of Music at The specific art installation from 
thesiology in Newark, N.J., University of Denver in Denver, New Orleans is composed of 380 Matthew Ruhl, S.J., RC '81 , 
joining sister, Debbie, and Colo. drawers that Napoli rescued began his 5,000 mile bike ride 
brother, John, in the anesthesia!- from the debris of Hurricane across the country in May, 2010. 
ogy profession. Sandy's other Larry Eaton, RC '68, retired Katrina. He will ride from Washington to 
daughter, Frances, is a psychia- from teaching in 1999 after 30 Florida on a trip inspired by the 
trist. Other family members years, but continues to volunteer 1970s Catholic Charities USA 
include David, an airplane pilot, his time. He loves traveling, Campaign to Reduce Poverty. 
Patrick, an artist, Judith, a especially to Mexico and New Mike Gorrell, RC '76, recently 
homemaker, and Christian, a Zealand. He and his wife of 45 sent his oldest son off to Carroll Debra Black, RC '83, is a con-
specialist in public health and years, Barbara, enjoy spending College in Helena , Mont. sultant for the University of 
homeland security. time with their seven grandchil- Liverpool in England and 
dren. Maria Murphy-Guddal, RC '78, teaches for the University of 
1960s is living in St. Paul and cele-
Maryland and Southern New 
Anne Jensen, LHC '68, retired as brating her 20th wedding Hampshire University. She 
of January, 2010. Her son anniversary in 2010. She has created a Web site, 
Dr. Ann (Ficsh) Withrow, LHC graduated from the University of spent 32 years as an insurance www.litland.com, hoping to 
'61 , will retire from the Tennessee and is now an broker and serves as board inspire children as future 
education department at Buena engineer. She keeps busy chair for the Saint Paul City leaders of our world. The Web 
Vista University in Storm Lake, helping a friend in his law Ballet. site reviews character education 
Iowa, in the fall of 2010. office, and senior citizens in her guidelines of children 's books. 
area with shopping and filling 
out medical reports. 
361 Fall2010 
Lynn (Applegate) Bryant, LHC 
'83, recently became part of the 
Art on Mountain Gallery in Fort 
Collins, Colo. She was a 
featured artist for January 2010, 
and her work is on exhibit for 
the year 2010. 
Maeve Thorpe, LHC '83, chaper-
oned a Girl Scout trip to Paris 
and Adleboden, Switzerland, in 
June, 2009. Adelboden is home 
to the Girl Guide Center. The 
group of 14 girls and five adults 
spent th ree days touring Paris 
and then traveled by train and 
bus to Adelboden . They spent 
eight days hiking and experienc-
ing the Alp s. Thei r last day was 
spent in Zurich. 
Warren Dorlac, M.D., RC '84, 
recently returned from his 
deployment to Afghanistan as 
the director of the Joint Theater 
Trauma System. In that role, he 
was responsible for the medica l 
care of all injured combatants 
and contractors in operations 
Iraqi Freedom and Enduring 
Freedom from May to December 
2009. 
Rosemarie (Lambiase) 
Harrigan, CPS '84, is semi-
retired and living in Centra l 
Arkansas, 40 minutes west of 
Little Rock. She celebrated her 
51st wedding anniversary in 
March, 2010, and has two 
daughters, six grandchildren, 
and one great grandchild. 
Renee Peters, LHC '86, is 
working at Rose Surgica I Center 
in Denver, Colo. 
Jim Kellogg, RC '87, is vice 
president of the Colorado 
Rockies baseball team. 
1990s 
Nathan Angel, RC '95, was 
elected president of the Ari zona 
Chapter of ICPI (Interlocking 
Concrete Pavement Institute). 
Over the past two years, he has 
served ICPI as committee chair 
of the Membership Committee 
as well as committee chair of 
the Awards Banquet Committee. 
Dr. Tom Cavanagh, CPS '97, 
published an article in the 
American Humane Society's 
journal Protecting Children. The 
article is titled "Restorative 
Practices in Schools: Breaking 
the Cycle of Student 
Involvement in Child Welfare 
and Legal Systems." 
Dan Cahill, RC '99, became an 
uncle on January 20, 2010. 
2000s 
Greg Messmer, RC 'DO, married 
Linda Schwab on February 26, 
2010, in Golden, Colo. 
Stephen Gambescia, CPS '03, 
was elected to the Board of 
Trustees of the Delaware County 
Commun ity College (DCCC). 
DCCC is one of the largest 
comm unity colleges in the state 
of Pennsylvania with more than 
22,000 students attending. 
Nadia Regis, RHCHP '04, is 
currently a women's health 
nurse practitioner in Nashville, 
Tenn. 
Maureen Beach, RC '05, has 
been living in Washington, D.C., 
for three years. She started out 
working in the House 
Appropriations Office and has 
since taken a job working in 
Steney Hoyer's Office as one of 
his press secretaries. 
Louise Sherburne, RHCHP '06, 
works as a school nurse in 
Georgetown, Mass., in an 
elementary school with 325 
stud ents ranging in age from 
three to seven . 
Joanna Welch, RC '07, received 
her Doctor of Physical Therapy 
degree from the University of 
Colorado Denver. She will be 
working at HealthOne Rose 
Medica I Center in Denver, 
Mike Hacke, RC '67 
After graduation, Mike Hacke reported to NAS Pensacola 
for officer candidate school run by the U.S. Marine Corps Drill 
Instructors. After retiring in 1988, he took a job at the U.S. 
Geological Survey, where he worked until 2006. 
A native of Alton, Ill., Hacke teasingly says he chose 
Regis "to get as far away from my house as I could!" He 
became interested in geology and seismology through Fr. 
Joseph V. Downey, S.J., who maintained a seismic station in 
the basement of the administration building. In 1964, that 
station recorded the Good Friday earthquake in Alaska. "Regis 
was the only station in the area to have a complete record of 
the quake." 
Regis impacted Hacke academically, personally and pro-
fessionally. "The good Jesuits and the lay teachers at Regis 
gave me a sense of direction and purpose that I cannot put a 
dollar value on, a priceless sense of direction through service 
to others." 
Since retiring, Hacke spends his time volunteering 
teaching math at a local diocese in the Atlanta area. 
Charity Sunshine Tilleman-Dick, RC '02 
Charity Sunshine 
Tilleman-Dick, RC '02, has 
been in the local, national 
and international news 
recently for the exceptional 
way that she has handled 
an extraordinary challenge. 
Nearly nine months 
after having a 13-hour 
double lung transplant and 
open heart surgery, the 26-
year old soprano serenaded 
doctors at the Cleveland 
Clinic in Cleveland, Ohio. 
Tilleman-Dick, who has performed in operas around the world 
including at the National Palace of the Arts in Budapest, 
Hungary, and the Kennedy Center in Washington, sang George 
Gershwin's "Someone to Watch Over Me," Puccini's "0 Mio 
Babbino Caro" and Herburt's "Italian Street Song." 
Her story was featured on CNN.com, MSNBC, the Cleveland 
Plain Dealer, Chicago Tribune, ABC-Baltimore, Fox, ABC-
Cleveland and the Daily USA & UK News. 
She noted her Regis University experience and how it 
helped her through the challenging experience. 
"Regis' culture not only encouraged me to find joy in the 
service of others, it helped me gratefully accept the service of 
others when I needed it most," Tilleman-Dick said. 
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practicing in-patient and acute 
rehab. 
James Myers, CPS '08, was 
named vice president for quality 
assurance at Catholic Charities of 
Colorado Springs in March, 2010. 
Catherine Kennedy, RHCHP '09, 
is working in the field of higher 
education at Whittier Law School. 
She plans to work in higher 
education administration with an 
emphasis in development and 
fundraising, and plans to begin 
her graduate work in the fall of 
2010. 
Kerry Lanahan, RC '09, is working 
for the United States Government 
with F.S.A. 
Lucas Carroll, RC '03, and his 
wife, Katie, had a daughter, Grace 
Anna , on September 12, 2008. The 
couple recently moved back to 
Denver from Nebraska. 
Angela (Frenier) Eicher, RC '03, 
had a baby, Arisa Renee, on 
January 27, 2009. 
Luke Luchini, RC '00, and Laura 
(Cingoranelli) Luchini, RC '02, 
welcomed son, Lorenzo Dominic, 
on August 3, 2010. 
John Kaufman, RC '00, and Alexis 
(Lombardi) Kaufman, RC '99, had 
a son, John Francis. 
38 I Fall2010 
Donna (Sandoval) Staunton, 
RHCHP '09, was hired as part-
time adjunct faculty at Hartnell 
Community College in the 
Associate's of Nursing program. 
Darren Chavez, RC '1 0, is 
attending Teachers College at 
Columbia University in New York 
City, pursuing a master's degree 
in higher and post-secondary 
education. He also is a graduate 
assistant for Columbia , working in 
the Office of Multicultural Affairs 
for diversity education and 
dialogue. 
Rebekkah (Etter) Hulen, RHCHP 
'1 0, was offered a full-time 
contract at the institution where 
she completed her practicum for 
the Master of Science program. 
She thanks Regis University and 
the Rueckert-Hartman College for 
Health Professions for helping her 
get there. 
BABY RANGERS 
Jen (McNamara) Steller, RC '98, 
and her husband, Conrad , are 
proud to announce the birth of 
Keira Anna lise who was born on 
Sunday, April 25. 
Laurie (Harris) Pramuk, RC '93, 
and her husband, Chris, 
welcomed two children they 
adopted from Haiti , Sophia (7) 
and Henry David (1) , on January 
24, 2010. Sophia and Henry join 
siblings, twelve year old Isaiah 
and six year old Grace. 
Kara Kolomitz, RC '93, and her 
husband, Chris Condlin , 
welcomed Caroline May into the 
world on October 1, 2009. 
Caroline May joins big brother, 
John, who is three. 
Christine Cameron, CPS '86 
Christine Cameron , CPS '86, was named the director of 
budget/financial planning for Denver Health . In her new role, 
Cameron directs and prepares the annual budget for Denver 
Health Medical Center's integrated health care delivery 
system. 
Cameron graduated magna cum laude from Regis 
University with a degree in Business Finance and Economics. 
Cameron has more than 20 years experience serving in 
clinical, financial , decision support and materials management 
roles for hospitals and suppliers. She has previously served as 
assistant vice president of value analysis for Centura Health, 
and held positions as finance and decision support manager 
for Centura and Children 's Hospital of Denver. 
Tommy Spaulding, CPS '05 
Tommy Spaulding is president of 
the Spaulding Companies, LLC 
(www.tommyspaulding.com), a 
national leadership development, 
consulting, coaching, and speaking 
organization. He rose to become 
the youngest president and CEO 
of the world-renowned leadership 
organization, Up With People 
(2005-2008), and in 2000, 
founded Leader's Challenge, 
which grew to become the largest high school 
civic and leadership program in the state of Colorado. He is 
also the founder and president of the Spaulding Leadersh ip 
Institute, a nonprofit leadership development organization 
which runs a national high school summer leadership 
academy among other programs. 
Previously, Spaulding was the business partner sales 
manager at IBM/Lotus Development and a member of the 
Japan Exchange and Teaching (JET) program. He completed a 
Master of Nonprofit Management at Regis University, where 
he was a Colorado Trust Fellow. In 2007, Spaulding received 
an honorary doctorate in humanities from the Art Institute of 
Colorado, and in 2002, received the Denver Business Journal 's 
Forty Under 40 Award . 
A world-renowned speaker on leadership, Spaulding has 
spoken to hundreds of organizations, schools and corpora-
tions around the globe. His inspiring book about how to create 
relationships that make a difference, "It's Not Just Who You 
Know," reached #2 on the New York Times Bestseller list this 
summer. 
Class notes are intended to share the experiences and accomplishments of 
fellow alumni. Because Regis University is committed to maintaining its Jesuit 
and Catholic identity, any class nate submitted cannot be disrespectful of, or 
adversarial to, the moral teaching of the Catholic Church. 
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Orlando M. Alire, RC '67 
Michelle L. {Cordy) Brooks, RHC HP '07 
Dr. Juan D. Bruce-Novoa, RC '66 
Richard F. Casburn, RC '51 
Mark D. Colucci, RC '93 
Rita {Simones) Ducharme, LHC '41 
Nancy B. {Barnes) Flanagan, LHC '52 
Pamela 0. Flanagan, RHCHP '98 
Dr. Gerald L. Garland, RC '59 
Paul E. Heinicke, RC '43 
Mary C. {O'Leary) Kissell , LHC '42 
Raymond M. Knuffke, RC '53 
Virginia {Duggan) Koonce, LHC '45 
Francis D. Lewers, RC '52 
Anna M. {Kirk) Martelon, LHC '51 
Dr. John H. Meier, RC '58 
Merle B. Meisner, CPS '95 
Michael D. Odette, CPS '82 
Patricia A. {Steffen) O'Neill , CPS '00 
S. Spaulding Payne, RC '37 
Carl E. Plock, RC '52 
Edward J. Powers, RC '59 
Anthony A. Raich , RC '82 
Mary Elizabeth Redfern-White, RC '90 
Maj. David A. Rock, LHC '78 
David C. Rooney, RC '79 
William L. Rucker, RC '55 
Jose B. Ruybal , RC '55 
Mary H. {Brittan) Serna , LHC '72 
Thomas B. Stubblefield, CPS '97 
Rev. John P. Tee ling, S.J ., RC '46 
Henrietta C. {Mayfield) Th omas, LHC '51 
Elizabeth J. {Imhoff) Timmins, LHC '50 
Carol G. {Kendrick) Valaire, CPS '88 
Patricia {Nesom) Van Hare, LHC '55 
Barbara A. {Batt) Willson, RC '74 
Marguerite {Pogliano) Woodman, LHC '43 
Father Jack Teeling, S.J., RC '46 
Father John P. "Jack" Teeling, S.J., died in his sleep early 
Wednesday morning, August 4, 2010, at the Fusz Pavilion in St. 
Louis, Mo. He was 86 years old and a Jesuit for nearly 68 years. 
Born in Denver, Colo., on December 11, 1923, Jack entered the 
Society of Jesus at St. Stanislaus Seminary in Florissant, Mo., on 
August 8, 1942, and was ordained on June 16, 1955, at St. Mary's 
College in Kansas. 
He completed a doctorate in modern British literature at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill , and after doctoral studies, taught English at Regis 
College, where he served as rector of the Jesuit community from 1971 until1974. 
"St. Ignatius said that Jesuits should be open 
to traveling wherever they're needed. Jack took him 
seriously," said Father Michael Sheeran. S.J ., 
president of Regis University. He was always inter-
ested in other cultures and enjoyed teaching at many 
different schools throughout the world, including 
places such as Iraq, Japan and South Korea. 
After many years away, Fr. Teeling returned to 
Regis in 1986 to become a supervisory professor for 
the continu ing education program {RECEP) and 
served as the first superior of the Xavier Jesuit 
Community. He rejoined the Regis University Jesuit 
Community in 1997 and provided sacramental and 
pastoral ministry at several parishes and nursing 
facilities. 
A longtime fan of Notre Dame and Denver Broncos football, Jack stayed in contact with 
friends throughout the world , was always interested in the works of the Society, and cheerfully 
supported his fellow Jesuits in community. 
.................................................................................................... ................................................................... 
Mary Elizabeth Redfern-White 
Mary Elizabeth Redfern-White, RC '90, passed away 
on February 27, 2010, from bone cancer 
(Osteosarcoma). A resident of Salida , Colo., she 
graduated from Regis University with a distributive 
degree in education, English, psychology and 
Spanish . She received a master's degree in educa-
tional counseling from the University of Phoenix in 
1996. 
Her teaching career included Mission Viejo, Village 
East and Peak View elementary schools in the Denver 
Metro area . In 2001 , she began working at 
Longfellow Elementary School in Salida, Colo., where 
she stayed until 2009. 
Her dedication to education lives on in a scholarship to be awarded annually to a 
Longfellow Elementary School third-grader who will receive a college scholarship upon high 
sc hool graduation. She is survived by her husband Rob and daughters Kayla and Megan, her 
parents Ralph {RC '64) and Judy, siblings Nathan and Becky {RC '99). 
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E-mail : a/umni@regis.edu 
Mail : Regis University, Office of Alumni Engagement 
3333 Regis Blvd. , B-18, Denver, CO 80221-1099 
Fax: 303-964-5423 
Web: www.regis.edu 
All information must be submitted in 
writing (e-mail, fax, mail). No telephone 
submiss ions will be accepted. Submiss ions 
must also include your contact name and 
telephone number. Information must be 
submitted by the alumnus him/herself. 
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